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Abstract: Coral walls protect vegetation gardens from strong winds that sweep across Xiji Island,
Taiwan Strait for half the year. Topographic parameters based on light detection and ranging
(LiDAR)-based high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM) provide obvious correspondence with
the expected form of landscape features. The information on slope, curvature, and openness can
help identify the location of landscape features. This study applied the automatic landscape line
detection to extract historic vegetable garden wall lines from a LiDAR-derived DEM. The three
rapid processes used in this study included the derivation of topographic parameters, line extraction,
and aggregation. The rules were extracted from a decision tree to check the line detection from
multiple topographic parameters. Results show that wall line detection with multiple topographic
parameter images is an alternative means of obtaining essential historic wall feature information.
Multiple topographic parameters are highly related to low wall feature identification. Furthermore,
the accuracy of wall feature detection is 74% compared with manual interpretation. Thus, this study
provides rapid wall detection systems with multiple topographic parameters for further historic
landscape management.
Keywords: LiDAR-based DEM; topographic parameters; wall detection; feature identification

1. Introduction
Historic landscape prospecting via remote sensing and computing technologies has considerably
advanced in recent years. Aerial and satellite imagery is a valuable tool for characterizing and
locating archeological landscape and structure [1,2]. The images can display the data of existing
landscape and track changes in time. In addition, these images may contain valuable information
about historic features, thereby enhancing the information on the land-use change. Aerial and satellite
imagery is considered a critical step toward preserving and restoring a historic property. Recently,
emerging techniques of airborne light detection and ranging (LiDAR) help acquire geometric features of
landforms [3]. Many dense point clouds are obtained by using LiDAR scanners. Abstract representation
derives from a source dataset to obtain a target dataset with reduced contents and complexity.
The structural characteristics of the landscape can be abstractly represented. The representation
of the LiDAR data can be possibly derived by extracting line vector features, indicating the suitability
for a given application scenario [4]. Settlement materials may not constantly be visible on the surface.
The extraction of concrete feature information from LiDAR data in historic landscape management
is crucial, but it is the most time-consuming part. Thus, automating the landscape line extraction is
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commonly developed in land use and landscape management. Previous studies have extracted artificial
architectures, such as buildings and roads, from LiDAR data [5–8]. Many dense point clouds are
obtained by current airborne LiDAR scanners to derive rasterized digital terrain and surface models.
Highly accurate digital elevation model (DEM) information is obtained from LiDAR data.
From this information, landscape line segments, which constitute a much suitable representation
(and reduced in terms of data volume) of the LiDAR data for geographic information system (GIS)
application scenarios, can be extracted. For example, the building boundary was extracted from
the raster DEM data, which are interpolated from the LiDAR points based on image processing
techniques [9,10]. Therefore, image processing is a direct approach to line extraction from DEM images.
Commonly used approaches combine the Canny edge [11] or Sobel detector [12] with the Hough
transform [13] for line extraction. Coral low walls protect farm fields (i.e., vegetation gardens) from
strong winds that sweep across the Penghu Islands for half the year. However, the anthropogenic
features, such as historic vegetation garden walls, can be identified in high-resolution DEMs.
The topographic parameters from the DEMs include slope, aspect, and curvatures. These parameters
are extensively used in the geomorphology field for providing feature information and mapping
land components. The current study was conducted to explore the relationship between topographic
properties of parameters and low walls. The high-resolution DEM offers common information for
extracting vital topographic data, which are important in studying various landform processes and
landscape patterns. Topographic parameters, such as slope and curvature, based on the high-resolution
LiDAR DEM demonstrate obvious correspondence with the expected form of features that people
recognize, such as a peak with a mountain, channel with a valley, and ridge and pass [14–17].
The topographic parameter images contain valuable information on the spatial features and landscape
for land use planning and management.
In the current study, we present a rapid method for identifying vegetable garden wall landscapes
based on the digital topographic analysis. The model, which uses high-resolution DEM information,
is developed for historic wall identification. We propose using multiple topographic parameters
in subtle anthropogenic feature detection. The different characteristics of parameters can provide
partial information on morphometric landforms and historic features to allow accurate identification.
Multiple topographic parameters, such as slope, curvature, and openness, provide the feasibility of
distinguishing historic low walls. This detection with multiple parameter approaches was used to
improve the overall accuracy of classifying historic anthropogenic features.
2. Materials and Methods
The Xiji Island is part of the Penghu Islands in the Taiwan Strait (Figure 1). Original settlements
are focused on the southern tip of the island. Green grassland was distributed in the island after
the migration of people. The study area covers 0.78 km2 . The average elevation and slope of the
study area are approximately 6 m and 3.4◦ , respectively. The maximum elevation and slope are 29 m
and 84◦ , correspondingly. On the Penghu islands, early residents built unique vegetable gardens to
protect vegetables from prevailing winds, that is, the strong northeast monsoon. Vegetable gardens
consist of low walls built with basalt and coral stones. The average height of these walls is
approximately 1 m above the ground, and the wall width is approximately 1 m (Figure 2).
In the current study, the 1 m spatial resolution elevation was obtained from the LiDAR-derived DEMs.
LiDAR measurements were performed during summer on 27 August 2013. Airborne LiDAR data
were acquired with a RIEGL LMS-Q680i system [18]. The position and orientation of the LiDAR data
were acquired by using GPS and an inertial measurement unit. The point clouds were processed
using TerraScan [19] and manual procedures. First, TerraScan was applied to automatically filter
non-ground points. A manual process of inspection and editing was subsequently conducted to ensure
the quality of the ground data points. The maximum vertical error of DEM after validation is 11 cm,
and the mean squared error is 6.4 cm in the DEM. The reference data of the low walls were digitized
by an operator by using shaded relief maps of DEMs. In the reference data, we only considered the
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Figure 1. Color orthophoto image from the Xiji Island in Taiwan Strait.
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where x, y, and h represent longitude, latitude, and elevation, respectively [14].
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3.1.3. Openness
Terrain openness is a measure of the relationship between surface relief and horizontal distance
[21]. The openness incorporates the terrain line-of-sight principle and is calculated from the zenith
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fitted to the surface using the window surrounding the target point. The maximum curvature within
local formulas is provided based on the quadratic model [14].
3.1.3. Openness
Terrain openness is a measure of the relationship between surface relief and horizontal
distance [21]. The openness incorporates the terrain line-of-sight principle and is calculated from
the zenith and nadir angles along eight azimuths. Positive openness is the mean value of zenith
angle along the eight sampling directions (D = 0◦ , 45◦ , 90◦ , 135◦ , 180◦ , 225◦ , 270◦ , and 315◦ ), whereas
negative openness is the corresponding mean value of the nadir angle [22]. In the current study, the
openness is the average of positive and negative openness defined as:
(Op − On)/2
Int.positive
J. Geo-Inf. 2017,
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eight sampling directions (D = 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, and 315°), whereas negative openness
3.2. Line Detection/Extraction
from Image Processing
is the corresponding mean value of the nadir angle [22]. In the current study, the openness is the
average of positive and negative openness defined as:

3.2.1. Edge Detection

(Op – On)/2

(2)

Edge detection (e.g., Sobel and zero-cross edge detectors) identifies object boundaries within images.
where Op is the positive openness, and On is the negative openness [23].
In this study, the edges were detected on the slope map using the zero-cross edge detector; the threshold
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In this study, the lines in the images were identified using Hough transform. The Hough
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where the function returns rho, which is the distance from the origin to the line along a vector
rho = x × cos(theta) + y × sin(theta)
(3)
perpendicular to the line, and theta, which is the angle in degrees between the x-axis and the vector.
where the function returns rho, which is the distance from the origin to the line along a vector
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Figure 4. (a) Reference and (b) classification buffer along the line reference; and (c) detected true
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3.2.3. Aggregation
Aggregation function combines three selected line features that are extracted from the slope,
curvature, and openness images into an aggregated line feature:
Line Agg = Line S ∪ Line C ∪ Line O

(4)

where Line S represents the line set that is extracted from the slope image, Line C represents the line
set that is extracted from the curvature image, Line O represents the line set that is extracted from the
openness image, and Line Agg represents the line set that is aggregated based on the three line sets.
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3.2.3. Aggregation
Aggregation function combines three selected line features that are extracted from the slope,
curvature, and openness images into an aggregated line feature:
Line Agg = Line S ∪ Line C ∪ Line O

(4)

where Line S represents the line set that is extracted from the slope image, Line C represents the
line set that is extracted from the curvature image, Line O represents the line set that is extracted
from the openness image, and Line Agg represents the line set that is aggregated based on the three
line sets. In particular, the steps of aggregation are as follows: (1) create a line segment buffer from
the slope, curvature, and openness; (2) merge the line buffers; and (3) create the centerlines with the
line-merged buffers.
3.3. Rule Extraction from a Decision Tree
The detection rules are extracted from a decision tree after line detection. The decision tree is a
model that predicts the membership of objects in the classes of a categorical dependent variable from
their measurements on one or more explanatory variables based on machine learning [24,25].
The decision tree produces a tree structure by using a decision at each node based on an inequality,
Xi < c, where Xi corresponds to explanatory variable i, and c is a constant value within the range of
the Xi values. In this study, decision trees provide responses that are nominal, such as “wall” and
“not wall.” The explanatory variables are slope, curvature, and openness in the dataset. Moreover,
the classification and regression tree (CART) implementation in MATLAB was used for decision
tree learning. A total of 8000 random samples were used for training. A 10-fold cross validation was
used for estimating the test correct rate of the models.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Topographic Parameter Visualization
Figure 5 depicts the slope, curvature, and openness images based on the DEM geoprocessing.
The first- and second-order derivatives of the DEM data, such as slope and curvature, led to the
description of spatial features. A slope raster is derived from a DEM. Flat areas will appear white when
symbolized with a grayscale, thereby highlighting the dark, steep areas. The line feature (e.g., low wall)
was easily detected in the west flat area (Figure 5a).
Anthropogenic and natural features, such as low wall and channel, became obvious when the
maximum curvature was used (Figure 5b). In natural features, areas of high positive curvature correspond
to ridges, whereas areas of high negative curvature correspond to valleys. The anthropogenic features,
such as roads, are characterized by low slopes, whereas the natural geomorphologic edges occur in a
steep terrain in mountainous areas [4]. However, the low wall and channel course are easily mixed in
the flat area. In a large-scale map, anthropogenic features disturb geomorphometric analysis and have
a disturbing effect on automated geomorphological mapping techniques [4]. However, the low wall
and channel are clearly identified from the openness map. The blue area (high negative openness) at
the center of the island is a river channel; however, most of the red areas (high positive openness) are
the low wall of the vegetable garden (Figure 5c). Several places are mixed with small channels and low
walls, and their blue and red lines are adjacent. In addition, the river channel from the stream flow is
also identified by hydrology tools from GIS.
Multiple topographic parameter images can characterize the topographic surface texture and
pattern in the study areas. A set of parameters, including shaded relief, slope, curvature, and openness
from the high-resolution DEMs, can be enhanced by interpreting geomorphologies [26]. Therefore,
the further feature detection from topographic parameters will provide an effective tool for historic
landscape monitoring and management.
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Figure 6. Maximum curvature maps with various scales in (a) 3 × 3, (b) 5 × 5, and (c) 7 × 7.
Figure 6. Maximum curvature maps with various scales in (a) 3 × 3, (b) 5 × 5, and (c) 7 × 7.
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4.3. Aggregation for Wall Identification
Traditionally, the lines are classified by a user-defined threshold of topographic parameters.
However, this study is free for user-defined thresholds of topographic parameters. Figure 7a–c
depict the wall identification from the three images based on the automatic processes, that is, the
Hough transform. The accuracy in the wall detection by using only a slope, curvature, or openness
image are 35%, 54%, and 42%, respectively (Table 1). The results show that the curvature map is
most useful to wall feature extraction. The curvature is the most critical factor for recognizing wall
lines in the study area. The manual interpretation by an expert based on these topographic and
1 m resolution aerial images is presented in Figure 7e. This interpretation is more complete and
reliable after aggregation from the three extracted lines. The accuracy is improved by 74% (Table 1).
The performance of the automatic interpretation by combining three topographic images is better than
when considering only one image (Figure 7d). Line detection with multiple parameters was used to
improve the overall accuracy of low wall identification. Line detection transforms the original image
data into line features and maintains nearly adequate information content.
ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2017, 6, 346
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Figure 7. Line extraction from various topographic parameter maps with (a) slope, (b) maximum

Figure 7. Line
extraction from various topographic parameter maps with (a) slope, (b) maximum
curvature, (c) openness, and (d) aggregation of line detection from the three topographic parameters,
curvature, (c)and
openness,
(d) aggregation of line detection from the three topographic parameters,
(e) manualand
interpretation.
and (e) manual interpretation.
4.4. Rules from the Decision Tree

A decision tree is used to automatically classify the low wall. Figure 8 illustrates the wall
detection rule of multiple topographic parameters from the decision tree. The correct rate is 88%
based on a 10-fold cross validation. The rule contains not only the single factor, but also the three
parameters. The rules from the decision tree explain the necessity for considering the multiple
topographical factors. This result matches our finding that multiple topographic parameters can
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The previous study [17] indicates that the critical factors of line detection are the density
and precision of the LiDAR point cloud and the resolution and quality of the DEM. However,
Rutzinger et al. [17] extracted the break lines only from the curvature image of DEM. Our approach
combines the multiple line features from topographic parameter maps (slope, curvature, and openness)
in the rapid automatic extraction processes. In the current study, the 2D line was extracted in DEMs
from the top view. These studies show the tracing and regularization of building boundary from
LiDAR point clouds [27,28]. Moreover, the 3D line is extracted and reconstructed in multi-view images
from the mobile laser scanner to complete the line segment and enhance its accuracy [29].
Table 1. Detected length, correct rate, commission error rate, and omission error rate.
Detected Length Within the Buffer (m)

Correct Rate

Commission Error Rate

Omission Error Rate

2132
3259
2530
4422

0.35
0.54
0.42
0.74

0.20
0.29
0.34
0.16

0.65
0.46
0.58
0.26

Slope
Curvature
Openness
Aggregation

Correct rate: TP/(TP + FN); Commission error rate: FP/(TP + FN); Omission error rate: FN/(TP + FN); Reference
length is 6016 m.

4.4. Rules from the Decision Tree
A decision tree is used to automatically classify the low wall. Figure 8 illustrates the wall detection
rule of multiple topographic parameters from the decision tree. The correct rate is 88% based on a
10-fold cross validation. The rule contains not only the single factor, but also the three parameters.
The rules from the decision tree explain the necessity for considering the multiple topographical factors.
This result matches our finding that multiple topographic parameters can detect the wall features.
The rule details are presented in Figure 8. The decision variable at the first level of the tree is the openness.
The leaf node is a wall if the openness and the curvature are greater than 5.7 and 0.6, correspondingly.
If the openness is smaller than 5.7, and the slope is smaller than 3.8◦ , then the leaf node is not a wall.
Table 2 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the low wall features. The average slope, curvature,
and openness are 9.25◦ , 1.63 1/m, and 20.33, respectively. The result also matches the rule from a
decision tree. Generally, a wall exists in relatively discrete high slope, positive curvature, and high
positive openness when compared with a flat area.
The analysis of the decision tree separates the entire dataset into homogenous subgroups suitable
for exploring and modeling through successive binary splits [24]. The results indicate that the model
assesses and provides an effective fit between low wall features and topographic parameters. The use
of a decision tree is a non-parametric approach that can accommodate these interactions to avoid
any assumption of linear relationships among the variables or homoscedasticity in variances [30].
The decision tree can be considered appropriate evidence in the presence of complex relationships
with multiple parameters and low wall features. A decision tree is generally more interpretable than
other classifiers, such as neural networks and support vector machines, because the rules of a decision
tree are combined in a cognitive manner [25].
Table 2. Descriptive statistics of low wall features.

Average
SD
Maximum
Minimum

Slope (Degree)

Curvature (1/m)

Openness

9.25
6.21
45.33
0.01

1.63
1.58
12.75
−1.90

20.33
14.15
44.64
−38.77
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5. Conclusions
5. Conclusions
This study presents a rapid scheme for historical vegetable garden wall identification extracted
This study presents a rapid scheme for historical vegetable garden wall identification extracted
from high-resolution LiDAR DEMs. Selected topographic parameters, such as slope, curvature, and
from high-resolution LiDAR DEMs. Selected topographic parameters, such as slope, curvature, and
openness, are applied and combined. This study also quantifies the effects of multiple topographic
openness, are applied and combined. This study also quantifies the effects of multiple topographic
parameters on historic wall feature identification. The topographic parameters can show the features
parameters on historic wall feature identification. The topographic parameters can show the features
of past geographies that contain valuable information about historic features. Historical feature
of past geographies that contain valuable information about historic features. Historical feature
detection is considered a critical step toward preservation and restoration of a historical property.
detection is considered a critical step toward preservation and restoration of a historical property.
Generally, landscape line detection with multiple topographic parameters can reduce the confusion
of anthropogenic and natural feature identification. The aggregation of three detection results
from slope, curvature, and openness increases the accuracy of feature identification. The multiple
topographic parameter approaches ensure the identification of historic anthropogenic features from
the high-resolution DEMs. Historical feature detection from remote sensing is a powerful tool in
land-use change investigations.
The proposed model considers sufficient topographic information that can effectively facilitate
the identification of historic wall features. Further study will consider the unmanned aerial vehicle for
collecting point clouds and spectral information of image photos. Furthermore, multi-scale parameters
can be considered from machine learning for reaching highly accurate performances. Parameters, such
as the ruggedness index, standard deviation of elevation, slope variability, and fractal dimension and
eigenvector, will be considered additional factors. Moreover, using historical images will introduce
interesting opportunities for analyzing the temporal change of the landscapes. The details and relations
of the landscape will be determined because similar procedures considering 3D points will be used for
extracting digital terrain or ground models from the DSM.
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